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autoclart® plus
autoclart plus®
The latest GENOMICA automation system:


The latest GENOMICA automation system: It combines microplates processing for visualization and clinical array
in the same device

It combines microplates processing

for visualization and clinical array reading
in the same device.



The results from the visualization are automatically read and displayed on the integrated screen.

The results from the visualization
are throughput flexibility: From 4 to 96 samples.

Sample
automatically read and displayed

autoclart plus®

Minimizes the potential variability: Both, intra-assay and inter inter-laboratory.

on the integrated screen.
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The latest GENOMICAautomation
system:
It combines
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processing
for visualization
and clinical
arraycooling
readingand microplate shaking. Its
in the same device
cal features makes it suitable for molecular diagnostics laboratories regardless of their throughput.

Sample throughput flexibility:
From 4 to 96 samples.

autoclart plus®




The results from the visualization are automatically read and displayed on the integrated screen.

Minimizes the potential variability:

Sample throughput flexibility:
From 4 to 96 samples.
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Sample throughput flexibility: From 4 to 96 samples.



Minimizes the potential variability: Both, intra-assay and inter inter-laboratory.



 UV light for automatic decontamination.



 Microplate holder performs heating and cooling under a peltier controlled system but also shaking wells
Microplate processing makes the reagents addition, liquid handling, heating, cooling and microplate shaking. Its techniduring incubations.
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FEATURES
:
Features:

 Built in Clinical Array Reader.

 4 precision pumps for sample dispensing .
Clinical Array
Reader included.
 Full control of the equipmente from the touch screen .

Features:

 UV light for automatic decontamination.
Full control
of the equipmente from the touch

Clinical Array Reader features:
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device  Microplate holder performs heating and cooling unscreen.
der a peltier controlled system but also shaking wells
 Built in Clinical Array Reader.
during incubations.
UV light for automatic decontamination.
 Full control of the equipmente from the touch screen .
 4 precision pumps for sample dispensing .
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Plug and playFEATURES
system.

also

4 precision pumps for sample dispensing.

 4 precision pumps for sample dispensing .



Patented CLEIS is an ituitive interface for an easy



Different checklists are displayed during each run
for an easy step by step tracking.

Plug and play system.workflow.
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easy Reader
workflow.


Plug and play system.


Flexible selection of number of tests to analyze.
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Automatic Sample addition.



Different checklists are displayed during each run
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Plug and play system.



Reading Only.
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Different checklists are displayed
duringSample
each run

Manual
Addition.
for an easy step by step tracking. Offers printable, storable or exportable

Reading Only.
Flexible selection of number of tests to analyze.

Offers printable, storable or exportable reports.
Select three different ways of running samples:



Automatic Sample addition.



Manual Sample Addition.



Reading Only.



reports.

CAR (Clinical Array Reader) is a colorimetric array reader unit, running our proprietary software, SAICLART®, for the analysis and interpretation of the array images. SAICLART® has been designed and validated for interpreting the arrays images turning them automatically into clinically relevant data. The
GENOMICA
. COMextensive
reader displays an interface called CLEIS (CLART® End-user Interface Software), based
on the
experience and the customers feedback provided, thus obtaining a very intuitive userfriendly format.
Technical characteristics:

CLART® Technology

> Integrated Computer.

> Touch screen.
CLART® is a low density microarray-based platform for clinical

> Easy data management:

use that allows the detection of multiple targets in a single
test. Sample processing is straightforward and the analysis

LIS bidirectional connection.
and interpretation of results are performed automatically by a
reader (CAR® or CLINICAL ARRAY READER) running tailor-made
HTML and
bmp
software.Its simplicity
makes
thisformats.
technology suitable for every
molecular diagnostics laboratory.

Printable, exportable and storable reports.
CLART® provides fast, sensitive and accurate results that meet

®
SAICLART
right decisions on time.

the highest quality standards, and allows the clinician to take the

SAICLART® is GENOMICA’s proprietary image processing software for microarrays analysis and interpretation . Originally developed for its diagnostic platform, SAICLART® can process microarrays in a
wider range of formats like slides, tubes and microplates, spotted in a great variety of configurations.



The image analysis is completely automated, avoiding the subjectivity that introduces user interaction, and providing fast, accurate and repeatable results.



Its architecture allows easy and convenient customization for both R&D laboratories and in vi®
trodiagnostics.

SAICLART

SAICLART® is GENOMICA’s proprietary image processing software

The SAICLART® recognition algorithm discerns spots from background
signals using an advanced proprietary recognition
algorithm:
®

for the analysis and interpretation of microarrays images. Originally
developed for its diagnostic platform, SAICLART can process

microarrays
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slides,validating
tubes and them according to

Identifies
andrange
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The image
analysis
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automated,allavoiding
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Quantifies
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signal considering
their effective
area and offesubjectivity
that
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user
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and
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fast,
ring up to 30 metrics per feature.
accurate and repeatable results.

Its architecture allows easy and convenient customization for both
R&D laboratories and in vitro diagnostics.

SAICLART®’s recognition algorithm discerns spots from background
signals using an advanced proprietary recognition algorithm:
Identifies and segmentates the spots, validating them according to
morphological criteria.
Quantifies their signal considering all their effective area and offering
up to 30 metrics per feature.
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